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ABSTRACT 
Online stores in the US ofer a unique scenario for Cross-Lingual 
Information Retrieval (CLIR) due to the mix of Spanish and English 
in user queries. Machine Translation (MT) provides an opportu-
nity to lift relevance by translating the Spanish queries to English 
before delivering them to the search engine. However, polysemy-
derived problems, high latency and context scarcity in product 
search, make generic MT an impractical solution. The wide diver-
sity of products in marketplaces injects non-translatable entities, 
loanwords, ambiguous morphemes, cross-language ambiguity and 
a variety of Spanish dialects in the communication between buyers 
and sellers, posing a thread to the accuracy of MT. In this work, we 
leverage domain adaptation on a simplifed architecture of Neural 
Machine Translation (NMT) to make both latency and accuracy 
suitable for e-commerce search. Our NMT model is fne-tuned on a 
mixed-domain corpus based on engagement data expanded with 
catalog back-translation techniques. Beyond accuracy, and given 
that translation is not the goal but the means to relevant results, 
the problem of Query Translatability is addressed by a classifer on 
whether the translation should be automatic or explicitly requested. 
We assembled these models into a query translation system that we 
tested and launched at Walmart.com, with a statistically signifcant 
lift in Spanish GMV and an nDCG gain for Spanish queries of +70%. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Information systems → Multilingual and cross-lingual re-
trieval; Online shopping; • Computing methodologies → Ma-
chine translation; Supervised learning by classifcation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
There is a growing demand for B2C e-commerce search engines to 
address language barriers and cultural diferences [32]. To improve 
query understanding, precision and recall [1, 25, 26, 36], recent 
approaches [12, 34] have explored the automatic translation of user 
queries as one of the frst steps in the search. This approach is 
specially important for platforms that serve a global audience, as 
these systems must be able to handle a wide range of languages 
and cultural diferences. That is the case of online stores and mar-
ketplaces in the US, where Hispanics represent approximately 18% 
of total population, i.e., more than 60 millions [9]. 

While physical stores allow non-English speaking customers to 
visually fnd a product, the e-commerce search experience requires 
familiarity with specifc English terms. With about 30% of Hispanics 
speaking Spanish at home, such terminology is frequently lacking. 
Moreover, 40% of consumers refuse buying from websites in other 
languages [32]. We note that online product search from Spanish to 
English in the US poses the following problems that render generic 
MT insufcient: 

(P1) Latency: For search engines serving millions of customers, 
online translation speed is as important as accuracy. A single slip-up 
could make the diference in the competitive e-commerce space. 

(P2) Code-mixing: The mix of languages in a single query poses 
a challenge for search. Colloquially known as Spanglish, Hispanic 
customers in the US frequently mix Spanish and English in the 
same query; e.g., “cake de fresa”, “display grande”. If the Spanish 
content is not detected and translated, the search precision and 
recall are limited to the understanding of the English part. 

(P3) Ambiguity: The lack of context also harms language detec-
tion; e.g., while in English the “pan” relates to cookware, it means 
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bread in Spanish. This is cross-language ambiguity. In addition, 
there are Spanish terms like “calabaza” that can be translated to 
more than one in English (pumpkin and butternut squash). 

(P4) Query Translatability: Ofering the most relevant result 
requires not only detecting Spanish but also deciding whether to 
automatically translate or not. For example, if translated, the Span-
ish query “recetas de cocina” (cooking recipes) would lose its implicit 
Spanish intention, and “gran turismo” (grand tourer) would not 
retrieve the expected video game. 

(P5) Non-Translatable entities: As opposed to generic text, 
product-oriented queries carry a high density of brands, named 
entities, loanwords, sport teams, etc. For example, “corona” (crown) 
should not be translated when referring to the beer’s brand and 
“queso blanco” (white cheese) would not imply the Latin American 
style of cheese. 

(P6) Spanish dialects: With Hispanic migration from over 20 
Spanish-speaking countries to the US, the same intention is some-
times expressed through heterogeneous terms. For example, there 
are 15+ Spanish words for popcorn, and 6+ for appetizer. 

The presented CLIR experience tackles the above listed problems 
in an e-commerce setting where both accuracy and efciency of 
translations are required. Spanglish queries are detected and trans-
lated to English, enabling the retrieval of the most relevant results 
from a monolingual search engine. 

We also propose a complete methodology for creating a mixed-
domain corpora to fne-tune small NMT models. This methodology 
ensures a diverse domain-specifc language, allows to have better 
control over the characteristics of the corpus, and ensures its quality 
and consistency. We assess the efectiveness of our solution upon 
Walmart.com search. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Previous CLIR eforts in e-commerce have used MT to bring the 
user query into the search system’s primary language [12, 34]. To 
deal with the latency requirement (see P1), Yao et al. [34] proposed 
an asynchronous strategy combining the online speed of Statis-
tical Machine Translation (SMT) with the ofine correctness of 
NMT. In recent years, frameworks specifcally designed for fast MT 
have been developed [15, 20, 21]. In Section 5, we propose to use 
Marian-NMT [15] which is an efcient and highly-optimized NMT 
framework [16, 23] written in C++ with minimal dependencies.1 

The use of Marian-NMT has allowed us to efciently fne-tune our 
NMT model on a large amount of data and deploy it in production 
for synchronous translations at run-time. 

The problem of query translatability has been addressed else-
where only from the perspective of language detection [14, 22]. In 
addition, we emphasize the need to retain the original language 
when the query carries a language specifc intention. For example, 
“recetas de cocina” not only is Spanish but also implicitly implies 
that Spanish books and content are expected in the results. If trans-
lated to “cooking recipes”, there is a drastic drop in precision. An 
automatic vs on-demand translation classifer to solve this problem 
is documented in Section 4.2. 

Hu et al. [12] proposed a synthetic nDCG approach that relies on 
the items previously purchased through the non-translated query to 

1Marian-NMT website: marian-nmt.github.io 
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Figure 1: Query translation experience at Walmart.com. The 
screenshots on the right show the experiences we propose. 

asses the relevance of translation. We fnd that the reasons for which 
translation is needed in the frst place also impair the accuracy of 
this nDCG approach: (i) for non-translated queries that sufer from 
low recall, the synthetic nDCG can only report partial lifts; (ii) for 
the ones that lead to irrelevant inventory, the synthetic nDCG will 
not reach signifcance; and (iii) for the non-translated queries that 
are biased towards item titles enriched with Spanish tokens, the 
synthetic nDCG would also be biased. To avoid such limitations, 
the CLIR experience we present in this paper was assessed through 
a manual nDCG evaluation. It was carried by bilingual judges that 
rated the query-item pairs independently from previous purchases. 

3 CROSS-LINGUAL IR OVERVIEW 
We present an efcient query translation system that receives the 
user query and returns a translatability class to drive the CLIR 
experience and a translated query to retrieve results from the un-
derlying search engine. The right side of Figure 1 shows the four 
experiences in ascending order of popularity: Ambiguous are rare 
queries where the user is ofered multiple carousels, as relevant 
results may come from both translating and not translating, or from 
diferent translations; OptIn for queries that are Spanish but re-
quire an explicit signal from the user to be translated; OptOut for 
most of Spanish queries, which beneft from automatic translation, 
ofering users the option to withdraw; and Ignore, which vastly 
dominates trafc as it includes all the English queries that are not 
to be translated. 
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As shown in Figure 1, the Translation Memory is the frst back-
end module. It caches the resulting experience and translations for 
every Spanish query reaching the system so that repeated calls get 
a very low lookup latency. Given the skewness in search behavior, 
the cache can serve approximately 80% of Spanish trafc, which 
is comparable with the 90% reported by Yao et al. [34]. If there 
is a memory miss, the Query Translatability module described in 
Section 4 decides the user experience and the NMT model presented 
in Section 5 generates the translation. The memory also stores 
ambiguous queries (see P3). Ambiguity raises in search when query 
polysemy can not be solved by context. Two types need to be 
addressed for proper Spanish query understanding: 

Cross-Language Ambiguity occurs when there are drasti-
cally diferent purchases for a Spanish query, between OptIn and 
OptOut. The diference is measured as the distance across hierar-
chical departments. To support both intentions, two UX carousels 
of horizontal items are presented to the user as shown for “pan” 
in Figure 1. Spanish Ambiguity occurs when two diferent and 
popular English queries translate to the same Spanish query. To 
disambiguate, the two English queries are used to retrieve items in 
the two separated UX carousels. 

As they are rare exceptions, the ambiguous queries can be de-
tected ofine and stored in the Translation Memory depicted in 
Figure 1. They can go back to single intention if one of the carousels 
drives signifcantly more engagement than the other. 

4 QUERY TRANSLATABILITY 
As the frst sub-module of Translatability, the role of Language 
Detection (Section 4.1) is to Ignore the large percentage of English 
trafc, allowing for the Spanish Translatability model (Section 4.2) 
and NMT model (Section 5) to focus on Spanish queries only. 

4.1 Spanglish Language Detection 
We detect as Spanglish (see P2) the queries where at least one token 
is in a lexicon of 280K Spanish terms sampled from wiktionary.org, 
which includes regional variations, dialects (see P6), and unlike a 
standard dictionary, it is constantly updated by volunteers. 

This approach yields better results than the alternative English 
lexicon matching and the pre-trained language classifer proposed 
by Joulin et al. [14]. On the one hand, the English lexicon strategy 
is prone to false negatives since tokens in a query could all match 
the English lexicon but intend an equally spelled Spanish word 
depending on the context in which they are used. For instance, in 
the queries “pan light” and “bates for kids,” the words pan and bates 
are more likely to be the Spanish for bread and baseball bats and 
not the English words referring to cookware and furniture. One the 
other hand, we found that general-purpose language models may 
output low Spanish probabilities for search queries in Spanglish. For 
example, by using the model proposed by Joulin et al. [14] we would 
fail to detect the queries “frijoles” and “display grande”. Compared 
to it, our method improves the detection of Spanish words by 23% 
and Spanglish queries by 55%. 

4.2 Spanglish Translatability 
Whether a query has to automatically be translated or not is key 
to satisfy the query intent (see P4). For example, the query “gran 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Importance for OptIn

libro (book)

espanol (spanish)
soporte (stand)

Figure 2: t-SNE projections of 10K word embeddings sampled 
at random. Given a set �� of queries associated to a token � , 

the importance score is computed as | {� ∈�� |label(� )=OptIn} | 
.|�� | 

turismo” is the title of a famous video game and thus, it should not 
be translated to “grand tourer” unless explicitly indicated by the 
user. Similar behavior is expected for queries related to books and 
music albums in Spanish. We address this problem with a model 
that learns to classify such queries as OptIn and the remaining 
ones as OptOut. We explain our approach and results below. 

4.2.1 Translatability Dataset. We collect queries in Spanglish from 
our database and annotate as OptIn those leading to the selling 
of books, songs, albums or video games with titles in Spanglish 
too. For every token in the OptIn samples, we search for the most 
popular counter-examples; i.e., queries with one common token 
but that do not lead to the selling of items in any of the OptIn 
categories. We guarantee a high number of counter-examples by 
sampling twice the queries for any token. For example, if turismo 
appears only once in the OptIn query “gran turismo”, we search for 
two counter-examples having gran but not turismo, and two having 
turismo but not gran. The resulting dataset is of size � = 308K. 

4.2.2 Model training. We train a binary fastText classifer [14] from 
scratch on a stratifed split containing 66.7% of the samples. To 
overcome the inherent imbalance of the data, we augment this set 
by duplicating the instances and their variations without stop words 
nor numbers. To obtain the best training confguration, we apply 
Bayesian Optimization with SMAC3 [24] on the hyperparameters 
in Table 2. A total of 100 confgurations are explored with the 
objective function being the 5-fold cross-validated accuracy on the 
augmented training set. Ultimately, a fnal model is yielded using 
the best hyperparamters on the whole training set. 

4.2.3 Model evaluation. Table 1 shows the performance of the 
model on the remaining 33.3% of the data. Figure 2 shows the em-
bedding space learned by our model, where tokens that are usually 
together in OptIn queries are separated from those only associated 
to OptOut queries. For example, the embeddings for libro (book) 
and espanol (spanish) are close to each other (right side) because 
they are together in many OptIn queries; whereas soporte (stand) 
is farther away (left side) so that a query such as “soporte libro” 
(book stand) gets classifed as OptOut. This separation is learned 
because the negative sampling hyperparameters force the model to 
contrast OptIn queries to their counter-examples, which highlights 
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Table 1: Translatabily dataset and model performance. Data 
composition shows the proportion of each class in the split. 
Performance is reported on the test split. 

Class Dataset composition Performance metrics 
Full Training Test Precision Recall F1 

OptIn 14.36% 48.18% 14.78% 97.92 92.59 95.18 
OptOut 85.64% 51.82% 85.22% 98.73 99.66 99.19 

Macro average 98.32 96.13 97.19 

Table 2: fastText hyperparameters and search space. Best 
confguration found in the 37th iteration. 

Hyperparameter Description Search space Best 

dim 
wordNgrams 
minn, maxn 
ws 
lrUpdateRate 
lr 
epochs 
loss 

The dimension � of the word embeddings. 
The number N for word N-grams. 
The range of values for the char n-grams. 
The size of the context window. 
The number of iterations between updates. 
The learning rate. 
The number of training epochs. 
The loss function. 

[50, 150] 
[1, 5] 
[1, 5] 
[1, 5] 

[100, �] 
[0.5, 1] 
[15, 25] 

{ns, softmax, hs} 

91 
5 
2, 3 
3 

247381 
0.91 
16 
ns 

neg The number negative samples. [1, 10] 8 

the importance of having this duality in the data. Complementary, 
the values of wordNgrams and ws enable the model to learn from 
large groups of words instead of individual tokens only. Particularly, 
if we set wordNgrams to 1 in the best confguration, the F1 score in 
the OptIn class drops to 85.95. 

5 NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION 
For NMT to be feasible for online translation, a lightweight network 
is needed (see P1). We adopt Tiny.Untied [3], an encoder-decoder 
architecture [5]. It uses the Transformer’s [33] encoder with six 
attention-based blocks. The decoder is a stack of only two SSRU-
untied layers [18]. Its vocabulary V is of dimension |V| = 32, 000, 
the embeddings of size 256, and flters of size 1536, resulting in a 
low cardinality of parameters, |� | = 16.9M. 

We selected Tiny.Untied as the baseline for the domain adap-
tion described in next sections after comparing its performance to 
larger and well established models: OpusMT [31], m2m100_418m 
[8] and BergamotLarge [3]. We report in Table 3 the metrics 
BLEU [27] and CHRF [28] for token and character matching, and 
BERTscore [35], which is based on token similarity using contextual 
embeddings. We compute these scores on our test set (Section 5.2). 

For the NMT model adaption, we propose a mixed-domain-
based fne-tuning for adapting the NMT model to our specifc 
domain. During the fne-tuning process, the model is exposed 
to both general-domain and specifc-domain data simultaneously. 
The general-domain data helps the model to retain its ability to 
translate more general phrases and sentences, while the specifc-
domain data helps it learn the unique terminology and code-mixed 
style [6, 10, 29] of the e-commerce domain. 

5.1 Mixed-domain Corpora for Fine-Tuning 
Given a set D of pairs (�src, �ref), where �src = (�1, �2, . . . , �� )
is an input query, and �ref = (�1, �2, . . . , ��) its translation, the 
NMT model maximizes � (�ref |�src) over all pairs (�src, �ref) ∈ D.Ð Ð Ð Ð
We build a large corpora D = Dℎ D� D� D� D� with 

Table 3: Performance of generic models on the test set. 

TimeModel # params. BLEU CHRF BERTscore V100 GPU, bs=16 

OpusMT [31] 77.9M 38.97 67.81 56.18 8m16s 
m2m100_418m [8] 418M 23.07 58.23 36.51 1h32m13s 
BergamotLarge [3] 108.4M 41.35 74.95 61.09 12m25s 
Tiny.Untied 16.9M 33.5 62.12 62.6 3m16s 

product-oriented and out-of-domain translations as follows. Table 5 
shows statistics of the corpora. 

Human-driven Corpus (Dℎ). We actively maintain a human-
driven dictionary with local terms from regions across Latin Amer-
ica (see P6). We manually correct the most critical queries for our 
business, overwriting the other partial corpora of D. 

Query-to-Item-driven Corpus (D� ). Captures non-translatable 
tokens in highly engaged items; i.e., items with high click-through 
rates after querying in Spanish. We consider both structured and 
unstructured data such as item title, brand, product line, model and 
sport team (see P5). The non-translatable tokens are inferred from 
the intersection of the tokens in these felds with those in the 
query itself. The translation is obtained with the Google API by 
masking the non-translatables. We have empirically found that the 
mask ADJECTIVE� ("ADJECTIVE" + identifer) gives us the best 
translations; e.g., the query “papel toalla viva” is masked as “papel 
toalla ADJECTIVE0” and translated to “paper towel ADJECTIVE0”, 
resulting in the fnal translation “paper towel viva”. 

Back-translation-driven Corpus (D� ). We observe that our 
engagement-driven corpus can only go so far due to cold start, 
presentation bias and low engagement in tail Spanish queries. We 
address this limitation applying the back-translation technique [7, 
30] to our extensive Item Catalog. We include titles that contain non-
translatable tokens (see P5), as well as counter-example titles where 
those same tokens must be translated, thus gaining contextual 
information. For example, “Costume with Crown” is back-translated 
to “disfraz con corona” where corona is not the beer brand. 

Top-queries Corpus (D� ). We also include the most important 
queries of our e-commerce platform. This set of queries contains 
English and Spanish queries that should be processed diferently 
(see Table 5). For Spanish queries we use the same strategy as in 
D� and for English ones we use the same as in D� . 

Out-of-Domain Corpus (D� ). To address overftting, we also 
include out-of-domain data, converting D in a rich mix of in-
domain and out-of-domain useful for fne-tuning. We get the out-
of-domain data from benchmarks used by OPUS-MT project [11]. 

5.2 Ofline Evaluation 
Our train and evaluation setting for the domain-adapted NMT 
model is as follows: 

Dataset. Table 5 shows the composition of our Train-Validation-
Test split of D at 70%:20%:10%. Random sampling ensures that the 
average length for both queries and their translations is similar 
across all splits. 

Model training. We rely on the Marian toolkit [15] to train 
our model. First, we initialize Tiny.Untied with the parameters 
learned [2] on the WMT13 Spanish-English task [4] and then, we re-
train to learn domain-specifc parameters. We minimize the mean 
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Table 4: Six representative examples, which cover the predictions of each proposed component. 

Component Language Detection P2 Example P3 Example P4 Example P5 Example P6 Example 
Input Query strawberry cake cake de fresa pan / calabaza gran turismo cerveza corona cabritas 
Translation Memory not-in not-in in not-in not-in not-in 
Spanglish Detection False True – True True True 
Spanglish Translatability – OptOut – OptIn OptOut OptOut 
NMT Translation – strawberry cake – grand tourer corona beer popcorn 
Experience Ignore automatic Ambiguous on-demand automatic automatic 

Table 5: Corpus details. The average length, vocabulary size 
and examples of queries and translations. 

Corp. Size Queries (Spanglish) 
Avg. len. Vocab. Example 

Translations (English) 
Avg. len. Vocab Example 

Dℎ 
D� 

D� 

D� 
-Spanish 
-English 

D� 

9,545 
515K 

3M 

740K 
39K 
700K 

306K 

2.38 
3.82 

3.54 

4.01 
2.22 
4.08 

8.97 

2,808 fruta bomba 
78,699 muñeca barbie 

tortillas de 113,197 maiz guerrero 
69,263 – 
17,973 taquitos 
69,263 donas 

visitar museos 74,730 unicos 

1.85 
3.63 

3.03 

3.25 
2.19 
3.29 

8.17 

2,151 papaya 
72,747 barbie doll 

107,246 
guerrero corn 

tortillas 
69,793 – 
17,908 tacos 
63,795 donuts 

visit unique 66,295 museums 

D 
-train (.7) 
-valid (.2) 
-test (.1) 

4.7M 
3.3M 
958K 
480K 

4.53 
4.53 
4.53 
4.53 

284,584 
246,915 
144,982 
105,212 

– 
– 
– 
– 

3.79 
3.79 
3.79 
3.79 

241,617 
210,873 
125,766 
91,181 

– 
– 
– 
– 

cross-entropy using the Adam optimizer [19] with default parame-
ters, constant decaying factor and early stopping. 

Model evaluation. At validation time, the model generates 
length-normalized vector translations using greedy beam search [17] 
and smoothed parameters with exponential-smoothing empirically 
set to 1� − 4, which performs better than no smoothing at all (see 
Table 6). Then, we obtain �hyp truncating on |�hyp | ≤ 2|�ref |. For 
comparison, we report results on three popular evaluation metrics: 
the n-gram-based BLEU, its character-based variant CHRF, and the 
transformer-based BERTScore. 

5.2.1 NMT Ablation Study. Table 6 shows the results on our test 
set of eight ablated experiments that we performed as follows. 

pre-trained. In this experiment, we omit the fne-tuning stage, 
which negatively afects all the metrics, causing a drop of 62% in 
BLEU. The Example column shows that fne-tuning on D helps 
the NMT model detect non-translatable tokens and choose more 
appropriate translations for polysemic words in general. 

from-scratch. To investigate the impact of fne-tuning on the 
performance of the pre-trained NMT model, we experimented with 
training a model from scratch with the same architecture. The 
results show that the model trained from scratch achieves a BLEU 
score of 70.85, while the fne-tuned model achieved a score of 73.82. 
This suggests that initializing the model with pre-trainied weights 
is efective in improving the quality of the translations. 

w/o Dℎ , w/o D� , w/o D� , w/o D� , and w/o D� . These ablated 
experiments exhibit the individual contribution of each corpus 
when removed so that the model is trained on the remaining four. 
Our model achieves its best performance when all of the corpora 
are included in the training set, proving the efectiveness of the 
proposed methodology. Moreover, from a qualitative perspective, 
the most-right column in Table 6 illustrates the efect of each corpus 
(except D� ) in keeping pico de gallo unaltered. Due to its diverse 

Table 6: Ablation study on the test set of our parallel corpora. 
Results by removing only one aspect of the training process. 

Method BLEU CHRF BERTscore 
Translation for 

pico de gallo en polvo 
(GT: pico de gallo powder) 

mixed-fne-tuning (ours) 73.82 87.28 90.63 pico de gallo powder 
w/o Dℎ 72.06 86.56 88.57 cock powder puf 
w/o D� 70.66 85.15 86.52 pico de gallo powder 
w/o D� 50.82 75.8 74.45 rooster pico powder 
w/o D� 70.87 85.62 87.21 powdered rooster peak 
w/o D� 68.78 83.26 85.88 powdered rooster beak 
w/o exp-smoothing 67.04 83.88 88.36 pico de gallo powder 
pre-trained 33.5 62.12 62.6 peak of rooster powder 
from-scratch 70.85 85.58 87.51 pico de gallo powder 

vocabulary and its large covering of non-translatable tokens, the 
corpus that contributes the most is D� , followed by D� . 

We also tested the model by changing the default Marian-NMT 
value of only one hyperparameter. Training on the same corpora 
D, we varied the clip gradient normalization to clip-norm = 1, the 
optimization function to cost-type = ce-sum, and the exponent of 
the translation score normalization to normalize = 0. All these 
changes cause a drop in the metrics but they are not as marked as 
that of exponential-smoothing = 0. 

6 IMPACT OF THE CLIR EXPERIENCE 
In Table 4 we show queries mentioned throughout the document 
as they fow through the components depicted in Figure 1. 

We measure the impact in relevance using Normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [13]. The input sample of 300 
queries was taken at random without replacement from the Spanish 
trafc in the last 12 months. Then the ranked items resulting from 
the original Spanish query were assigned to CONTROL and the ones 
from the translated query to TREATMENT. Each query-item pair 
was manually graded with a 5 point base, with 0 being Irrelevant 
and 4 being Very Relevant. Grading required bilinguality to un-
derstand the original intention in Spanish and accurately asses the 
items described in English. A fxed results size was then enforced 
for each query and minimum grades assigned to the missing items. 
Finally, nDCG@5 reported a +70% relevance gain and nDCG@10 a 
+73%, both with �-Value < 0.05. 

Beyond relevance, we measured impact through an A/B test 
where the Spanish trafc from 33% of customers went to CON-
TROL (i.e., without our CLIR) and the Spanish trafc from another 
33% got the CLIR experience. The null hypothesis was rejected 
with statistically signifcant lifts in Spanish GMV, orders and frst 
time buyers. The test also reported a 20% lift in Spanish query 
impressions. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented a query translation experience based on 
query translatability and mixed fne-tuning that achieves signifcant 
progress on the following aspects: 

• To the best of our knowledge, this work is the frst to tackle 
the decision of translating a query from a holistic perspec-
tive that goes beyond language identifcation and predicts 
whether or not the search intent requires translation to be 
optimally full-flled. A/B testing showed a signifcant lift in 
business metrics for this strategy. 

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the frst approach to 
combine catalog back-translations, query engagement anal-
ysis, and general-domain translations into an e-commerce-
specifc corpus which supports a scalable solution, detection 
of non-translatables and higher search relevance, as shown 
by nDCG results. 

• Mixed-domain fne-tuning has the advantage of exposing 
the model to more data, and this improves the fuency of the 
translations. Additionally, it can also help to keep the model 
from overftting to the specifc domain data, which can be 
useful when working with small datasets. 

• Allowed by the short nature of queries and the adaptation 
opportunity to our specifc e-commerce domain, a fast and 
generic encoder-decoder architecture for translation has 
been tuned. The low-latency of the resulting model can serve 
an ever growing Hispanic community. 

As future work we will study the diferences in conversion for the 
same search intentions when approached from diferent languages. 
This will provide the means for contextualization and further im-
provement of the translations. 
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